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Self-assembled organization of functional molecules on solid surfaces has developed into a powerful
and sophisticated tool for surface chemistry and nanotechnology. A number of reviews on the topic
have been available since the mid 1990s. This perspective article aims to focus on recent development
in the investigations of electronic structures and assembling dynamics of electrochemically controlled
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of thiol containing molecules on gold surfaces. A brief
introduction is ﬁrst given and particularly illustrated by a Table summarizing the molecules studied,
the surface lattice structures and the experimental operating conditions. This is followed by discussion
of two major high-resolution experimental methods, scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and
single-crystal electrochemistry. In Section 3, we brieﬂy address choice of supporting electrolytes and
substrate surfaces, and their eﬀects on the SAM structures. Section 4 constitutes the major body of
the article by oﬀering some details of recent studies for the selected cases, including in situ monitoring
of assembling dynamics, molecular electronic structures, and the key external factors determining the
SAM packing. In Section 5, we give examples of what can be oﬀered by theoretical computations for
the detailed understanding of the SAM electronic structures revealed by STM images. A brief
summary of the current applications of SAMs in wiring metalloproteins, design and fabrication of
sensors, and single-molecule electronics is described in Section 6. In the ﬁnal two sections (7 and 8),
we discuss the current status in understanding of electronic structures and properties of SAMs in
electrochemical environments and what could be expected for future perspectives.
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1. Introduction
Organic molecules have been used as additives in metallic
electroplating industries for several decades. However, systematic
information of molecular adsorption on metallic electrode
surfaces at the level of the single atom, ion and molecule ﬁrst
emerged from surface sensitive techniques in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) in the 1980s.1 For example, application of low-energy
electron diﬀraction (LEED) to determine surface lattices of
molecules and anions in the adsorbed state widened immensely
our knowledge of surface coverage and molecular orientation
at electrochemical electrode surfaces.1 Such progress was
achieved by the introduction of single-crystal electrodes as
the substrate surfaces and by the development of surface
sensitive techniques with high spatial resolution. In contrast
to polycrystalline materials, single-crystal electrodes have
precisely determined chemical surface compositions and
geometric structures right down to the atomic level, often
described as ‘well-characterized surface’ or ‘well-deﬁned surface’.2
UHV techniques are normally suitable for solid/gas interfaces.
However, many species adsorbed on electrode surfaces from
solution are suﬃciently strongly (i.e. via covalent-bonding
to the surface) adsorbed so that the surface structures are
retained when the sample is transferred from liquid environment
to UHV.3,4 This can explain why some adsorbed organic
molecules form similar surface lattices at both solid/gas and
solid/liquid interfaces.
One of the most widely studied classes of this kind — in a
wealth of diﬀerent respects — is self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) of alkanethiols at electrochemical and non-electro-
chemical Au(111) surfaces, in which the unique chemical
bonding of Au–S between the gold substrate and the adsorbate
and hydrophobic interaction among the chains of neighbouring
molecules dominate the molecular packing. A liquid, such as
aqueous, environment is here essential for a large number of
systems, particularly for hydrogen bonding and other hydrophilic
interactions, and for biological systems. Direct mapping of
solid/liquid interfaces at the atomic or/and molecular level is
therefore highly desirable but also pose tremendous challenges.
Scanning probe microscopies (SPMs), especially scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM), invented in the 1980s are
surface sensitive techniques with which atomic and molecular
resolution also in aqueous electrolyte solution has now been
reached. A further attractive merit of the SPMs is that they
can be brought to operation in diﬀerent environments. STM
can be carried out in air, in UHV, in a liquid environment, and
even in liquid environment under electrochemical potential
control. Besides broad applications of SPM in physics,
chemistry and biology, SPM has brought a revolution to
surface science and even dynamic mapping of surface related
processes such as adsorption/desorption, electrochemical
reactions and phase transitions at molecular or even atomic
resolution has now been achieved.
In the SPM family, STM provides the best resolution
so far, though the atomic force microscope (AFM) has also
developed rapidly in recent times to approach molecular
resolution. The present communication is focused on STM
with the aim of studying SAM monolayers at the single-
molecule level. The appellation in situ has been used diﬀerently
by physicists and chemists, referring to the solid/gas interface
and the solid/liquid interface, respectively. We shall here refer
the notion in situ STM to the operation of STM in liquid
environments and under electrochemical potential control,
also often denoted as in situ electrochemical STM.5 We shall
use the term UHV-STM for STM used for solid/gas systems in
vacuum. Time-dependent dynamics studies of molecular
adsorption in liquid environment using STM has also been
called in situ STM6–8 which is, however, a special case since the
substrate electrode potential was in fact the open circuit
potential (OCP). We shall denote this as in situ STM without
potential control.
Certain organic molecules (or anions) can self-assemble and
form ordered two-dimensional monolayers on metallic solid
surfaces. The driving forces are either weak (physi-sorption) or
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strong interactions (chemi-sorption) between the molecules
and the electrode surface and intermolecular interactions.
The stability of the monolayers depends largely on the
interaction between the molecules and the substrate for non-
polar molecules but lateral intermolecular interactions and
solvation forces contribute almost equally when the molecules
are strongly polar or electrostatically charged. SAMs based
on chemical Au–S bonds were ﬁrst reported in 1983 9 and
immediately attracted enormous attention. Systematic studies
of their surface structures, properties and functions10–18 have
been achieved for a number of molecular systems, driven by
a wide range of potential applications.19,20 Besides Au–S
bonding, metallic substrates can also be other transition
metals such as silver and platinum.21 Densely packed, highly
ordered SAMs form spontaneously either at solid/gas or
solid/liquid interfaces. Both ‘dry’ methods such as UHV
techniques and ‘wet’ chemical methods such as electro-
chemistry techniques have therefore been used to characterize
SAMs in detail. This oﬀers a unique chance for full under-
standing of the SAM structure and formation in these two
environments. Fig. 1 illustrates SAM formation at a solid/
liquid interface from solution. Gold and alkanethiol represent
metallic surfaces and thiols with functional groups respectively.
Adsorption/desorption of anions and organic molecules at
metallic electrode surfaces aﬀects strongly the electrochemical
reactivity of the electrode surface and has long been one of the
most central areas in electrochemical sciences.22–25 Besides a
range of pure electrochemical methods such as voltammetry,
chronocoulometry and impedance spectroscopy, a number
of surface sensitive techniques have been combined with
electrochemistry and developed into overall in situ techniques.
Research on organic molecular adsorption on single-crystal
electrode surfaces has been most fruitful. Potential induced
phase transitions in diﬀerent monolayers of organic molecules
have, for example been discovered,26,27 and hydrogen bonding
within the monolayers have been found to play a key role
in the formation of surface lattices.28 Surface structures
of representative organic molecular monolayers and metal
complexes at solid/liquid interfaces mainly based on in situ
STM in a wide range of recent studies, are summarized in
Table 1.
Adlayer structures of both thiol41,42,64,75 and nonthiol
containing molecules29–31,44,50–54,76 have been found to display
notable electrochemical potential dependence, suggesting that
the electrochemical potential is a key controlling parameter in
the monolayer formation. The main objective of the present
communication is to illustrate potential dependent SAM
structures and formation processes by examples of SAM
structures at atomically ﬂat single-crystal gold surfaces in
aqueous solution. The focus is on thiol containing molecules.
Both hydrophobic and hydrophilic thiols with straight and
branched chains, and with positively and negatively charged
end groups are chosen. Neutral solutions are preferred with a
view on bio-related applications of SAMs. In situ STM
under electrochemical potential control and single-crystal
electrochemistry have been employed as major tools for the
investigations of both steady-state electronic structures
and surface dynamic processes of the SAMs at the single-
molecule level.
2. Experimental methods
2.1 In situ scanning tunnelling microscopy
The working principle of STM rests on the quantum mechanical
tunnelling eﬀect, as shown in Fig. 2A (left). A tunnelling
current ﬂows when a sharp STM tip is scanned over a
conductive substrate by applying a bias voltage between the
tip and substrate. The tunnelling currents can be converted
into topographic images mapping the electronic structures of
the substrate. The STM resolution mainly depends on the
quality of the tip and substrate and can reveal topographic
mapping at the atomic level. Since its invention in the early
1980s, scientists have realised that STM can be brought to
operation in multiple environments such as ultra-high vacuum
(UHV), air and liquid. The ﬁrst use of STM investigating
solid/liquid interfaces was reported in 1986.77 In situ STM was
developed by combining STM with electrochemistry in the late
1980s,78,79 illustrated schematically in Fig. 2A (middle).
Reference and counter electrodes are contained in the STM
cell together with electrolyte solution, while the STM tip is
insulated except for its outermost end.78,79 In such conﬁguration,
both the STM substrate and tip are fully controlled by the
electrochemical potential versus a common reference electrode.
Using in situ STM, reconstruction of metallic electrode
surfaces at the solid/liquid interfaces under electrochemical
potential control,80 metal deposition,81–83 anion adsorption25,84,85
and organic molecule adsorption82 have been characterized at
atomic or/and molecular level. In situ STM has even been
employed for nanofabrication of metallic nanoclusters or pits
with precise positioning and designed patterns on the well
deﬁned surfaces.86–89
Environmentally controlled in situ STM has recently been
developed,90 as shown in Fig. 2A (right). The motivation for
such modiﬁcations is to eliminate the inﬂuence of dioxygen.
It turns out that an anaerobic environment is essential to
improve image resolution signiﬁcantly for many oxygen
sensitive molecules such as cysteamine,74 homocysteine,75
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the SAM formation at a solid/liquid
interface. Alkanethiol and Au(111) are representatives of a thiol and a
metallic surface, respectively. The solution is shown in blue.
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and Fe–S proteins such as ferredoxin69 and heme proteins.91 A
simple example is shown in Fig. 2B. As the smallest
o-functionalized alkanethiol, cysteamine is a short thiol with
–NH2 as terminal group. Both amine (–NH2) and thiol (–SH)
groups can be partially oxidised in the presence of dioxygen.
Argon (Ar) is an inert gas and heavier than air or dioxygen.
The presence of Ar in the environment control chamber can
reduce the amount of dioxygen in the liquid solution. In the
presence of Ar, the bare Au(111) surface is covered by highly
ordered (O3  23)R301 herring bone structures, which is a
typical feature of reconstruction for a clean Au(111) surface.
This means that Ar is not adsorbed on the Au(111) surface.90
Fig. 2B shows representative in situ STM images of a cysteamine
monolayer on the Au(111) surface in the absence (left) and
presence (right) of Ar. Cysteamine molecules form domains
with a periodic distance of 11.7 (0.3) A˚ between the strips
along the direction perpendicular to the atomic rows of the
Au(111) substrate. No clear feature could be achieved within
each strip by in situ STM in ambient atmosphere, Fig. 2B
(left). In contrast, Ar-protected in situ STM gave clear images
of the same monolayers, with stronger tunnelling current
signals. Two rows of spots are clearly visible in each strip,
Fig. 2B (right). The distance between neighbouring spots
along the rows is 5.1 (0.2) A˚, suggestive of O3 times a gold
atom diameter. A rectangular unit cell, indicated by a blue
box, is therefore assigned to a (O34) R301 structure. Each
unit cell contains two white spots, which correspond to two
cysteamine molecules. High-resolution images further show
Table 1 Surface structures of SAMs for representative organic molecules and metal complexes at solid/liquid interfaces based on in situ STM
investigations
Molecule Substrate Surface structure Electrolyte Ref
2,20-Bipyridine Au(111) Phase transition NaClO4 29 and
30
4,40-Bipyridine KClO4 31
4-Mercaptopyridine Au(111) (5  O3) HClO4 32–35
(1  O3), (5  O3), (10  O3) H2SO4 36,37
(5  O3) Na2SO4 37
Thymine Au(111) c(O3  4) HClO4 + KClO4 38
(2O3  2O3) HClO4 39
Tetramethylthiourea Au(111) (3  3) H2SO4 40–42
Thiourea Au(111) Short strings HClO4 43
Trimesic acid Au(111) Phase transition HClO4 44
1,3-Benzenedicarboxylic acid Au(111) Ordered monolayer after positive potential
annealing
HClO4 45
Benzoic acid Au(111) Ordered structure HClO4 46
1,10-Binaphthyl-2,20-dicarboxylic acid I/
Au(111)
Ordered structure HClO4 47
Metal–porphrin I/
Au(111)
Ordered structure HClO4 48–49
Metal–porphrin Au(111) Ordered structure, potential dependent HClO4 50–52
Metallophthalocyanine Au(111),
Au(100)
Ordered structure HClO4 52–54
Fullerene and its derivatives Au(111) Ordered structure HClO4 55 and
56
[PtCl6]
2 Au(111) (O7  O7)R19.11 HClO4 57
Disordered HClO4 58
[PtCl4]
2 Au(111) (O7  O7)R19.11 HClO4 58
(O7  O7)R19.11 H2SO4 59
Au(100) (3  O10) H2SO4 59
[PdCl4]
2 Au(100) (3  O10) H2SO4 60 and
61
n-Alkanes Au(111) Ordered structure Alkane 62
Ethanethiol Au(111) (p  O3), (4  3) H2SO4 63
Short alkanethiols with –CH3 or
–NH2, –OH, –COOH, and –SH end groups
Au(111) Disordered H2SO4 64
Au(111) Ordered structure, after reductive desorption H2SO4 64
Benzyl mercaptan Au(111) c(15  O3), (2  O3) H2SO4 65
4-Nitrothiophenol Au(111) 50% ordered H2SO4 66
Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) Au(111) Strips, (p  O3), p = 5,6,8,10, (3  4O3) Phosphate buﬀer,
pH 7
67
(p  O3), (3O3  O7) H2SO4 68
Cluster, (2O3  5)R301 Phosphate buﬀer,
pH 7.9
69
Propanethiol Au(111) (2O3  3)R301 NH4Ac (pH 4.6) 70
Au(100) Quadratic and a distorted hexagonal structure H2SO4 71
Butanethiol Au(111) (O3O3)R301, c(42) Ex situ 6 and 7
(2O3  3)R301 NH4Ac (pH 4.6) 72
Au(100) 50% islands + ordered strips H2SO4 73
Cysteamine Au(111) (O3  4)R301 (O2-free environment) NaAc, pH 6.0 74
Homocysteine Au(111) (O3  5)R301 (O2-free environment) Phosphate buﬀer
pH 7.7
75
Oligopyridines Au(111) Potential dependent H2SO4 76
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that the two spots in each unit cell have diﬀerent tunnelling
contrast.74,90
It is not fully understood why in situ STM resolution is
aﬀected by O2, but blurring is signiﬁcant for many oxygen
sensitive systems. The environmental control chamber is eﬃcient
enough to remove dioxygen from electrolyte solutions. It is
thus expected that the setup (Fig. 2A right) can be further used
for investigations of other gas related systems such as CO,
CO2, H2, and NH3 at solid/liquid interfaces by in situ STM.
2.2 Single-crystal electrochemistry
Pure and applied electrochemistry methods have evolved
remarkably over the last few decades,92 which can almost be
likened to a renaissance of the electrochemical sciences. This
evolution was prompted, broadly by new and close interaction
between electrochemistry and other physical surface sciences.
Introduction of single-crystal electrodes, ultrapure chemicals
and ultra-clean experimental conditions have, however, been
prime movers towards lifting conventional electrochemistry to
a higher level dominated by single-crystal electrochemistry.
Notably, this evolution has extended to both experimental and
theoretical physical electrochemistry and to bioelectrochemistry
of biological macromolecules such as redox metalloproteins
and DNA-based molecules. The merits of single-crystal
electrochemistry are obvious. First, well-deﬁned electrode
surfaces with a precisely known surface organization of atoms
and true geometric area oﬀer both qualitative and quantitative
information which can be directly compared with results from
other surface sensitive techniques, such as STM, AFM and
LEED. A combination of single-crystal electrochemistry
with STM can oﬀer complementary information regarding
molecular SAM packing and mechanisms of electron tunnelling
through molecules. Secondly, the signal-to-background ratio is
signiﬁcantly improved and the detection limit notably lowered.
Thirdly, and along this line, the SAM functionalized surfaces
can be constructed and investigated with molecular resolution.93
The latter two advantages are particularly crucial for obtaining
in situ STM images and the redox signals of biological
macromolecules due to their large geometric size and low
coverage on electrode surfaces. Successful examples are
represented by comprehensive investigations of metalloprotein
monolayers, for example of azurin94–96 and ferredoxin,69 both
with well controlled molecular orientations at SAM-modiﬁed
Au(111)-electrode surfaces.
1-Propanethiol SAMs on Au(111) surfaces stand forward as
a prime system for comprehensive single-crystal electro-
chemical and in situ STM targeting. Propanethiol is a small
straight-chain alkanethiol with a methyl end group. Although
hydrophobic, the molecule is soluble in aqueous solution due
to its small size, and highly ordered propanethiol SAMs form
spontaneously when Au(111)-surfaces are exposed to aqueous
propanethiol solutions, Section 3. Fig. 3A shows cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) of Au(111) in ammonium acetate
(NH4Ac), pH 4.6 in the absence (dotted line) and presence
(solid line) of 1-propanethiol. The clean Au(111) surface is
reconstructed into the (O3  23)R301 herringbone structure,
in a wide potential range of 0.5 to + 0.2 V vs. SCE. Lifting
of the reconstruction gives a characteristic sharp anodic peak
at 0.3 V. This is followed by adsorption/desorption of acetate
at positive potentials giving rise to broad anodic peaks at
0.4 and 0.6 V and corresponding cathodic peaks at 0.25 V
and 0.52 V. The voltammetric peaks caused by lifting of
reconstruction of Au(111) surfaces depends on pH and anions
in the solution.25 Self-assembled organization of 1-propanethiol
on Au(111) surfaces is driven by formation of a chemical S–Au
Fig. 2 (A) Schematic drawings of STM (left), in situ STM (middle)
and environmental gas controlled in situ STM (right). RE and CE
represent reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively. (B)
in situ STM images of a cysteamine monolayer on Au(111) in 5 mM
NaAc (pH= 6.0). Scan area: 15 15 nm2. Image obtained without Ar
(a) and with Ar protection (b). The blue rectangle in (b) indicates a
unit cell containing two cysteamine molecules.90
Fig. 3 (A) Cyclic voltammograms of 1-propanethiol covered Au(111) and bare Au(111) in 5 mM NH4Ac (pH 4.6). The concentration of
1-propanethiol was 0 mM (dotted lines) and 2.0 mM (solid line). Scan rate 50 mV s1. (B) A linear scan voltammogram for reductive desorption of
the propanethiol SAM from the Au(111) surface in 0.5 M NaOH. Scan rate 10 mV s1.
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bond, which is stronger than the adsorption of acetate. The
1-propanethiol SAM can therefore replace the acetate adlayer,
resulting in a ﬂat voltammogram in the potential range of
0.0–0.65 V (solid line in Fig. 3 A). A large cathodic current at
0.5 V is due to overlapping of reductive desorption of the
1-propanethiol SAM with dihydrogen evolution. Fig. 3A
shows CVs at diﬀerent two concentrations of 1-propanethiol
in solution. The decay of the characteristic acetate adsorption/
desorption peak at 0.3 V at a given concentration of
thiol reﬂects formation of SAMs, from which the required
concentration of thiol can be found qualitatively.97 Such
information is important for the preparation of SAMs as
well as for monitoring the formation process of SAMs by
in situ STM.
Surface coverage is a key parameter for determination of the
population of molecules in the SAMs, which is crucial for
interpretation of surface lattices or unit cells. Quantitative
values of the coverage can be obtained by voltammetry98–104
since electrochemical cleavage of the SAM S–Au bonds at
negative potential follows reaction eqn (1). This one-electron
reductive desorption process105 should be accomplished in
strongly basic solution (pH > 11)100 to obtain precise
coverage values and to avoid interference with dihydrogen
evolution as well as to ascertain complete desorption.106
Au–S–R + e- Au + S–R (1)
Fig. 3B shows a well-deﬁned sharp cathodic peak at 0.79 V
due to reductive desorption of 1-propanethiol SAM from the
Au(111) surface in 0.5 M NaOH. The peak potential reﬂects
the strength of the Au–S bond which is determined by the
chain length and chemical properties (e.g. hydrophobic or
hydrophilic) of the terminal groups in the alkanethiol.101–103
Long-chain alkanethiols with hydrophobic end groups
give more negative peaks than shorter alkanethiols with
hydrophilic functional groups. The width of the peak reﬂects
the interactions among the molecules in the SAM. Strong
interactions such as hydrogen bonds give a narrow peak. In
case of 1-propanethiol SAMs at Au(111), the width at half
peak height is ca. 35 mV (Fig. 3B). This is signiﬁcantly larger
than 15 mV observed for cysteine SAMs72 but much smaller
than 91 mV as expected for a Faradaic single-electron transfer
process. These narrow widths testify to the cooperative
nature of the reductive desorption process at high-quality
single-crystal electrode surfaces.
Reductive desorption of SAMs is a very sensitive probe,
from which many factors that aﬀect the Au–S bonding and the
local microenvironment can be extracted at least qualitatively.
For example, two conformations of the same molecule
co-existing in the SAMs result in a detectable splitting of the
reductive desorption peak.74 Appealingly, the Faradaic charge
obtained from integration of the reductive desorption peak
corresponds to the population of Au–S bonds, i.e. the
molecular surface coverage in the SAMs. A surface lattice
structure obtained from surface sensitive techniques gives a
surface coverage of the unit cell, which may include one or
more molecules. The surface coverage of molecules as
determined by voltammetric reductive desorption helps us to
identify features in the unit cell in detail. Surface coverage
values of some lattices on Au(111) are summarized in a
Table in ref. 72. As an illustration, the surface coverage of
1-propanethiol SAMs on Au(111)-electrode surfaces is found
as 7.6 (0.5)  1010 mol cm2, Fig. 3B, which agrees well
with those for 1-butanethiol72 and 1-hexadecanethiol.102 The
unit cell of (2O33)R301 including four spots has been found
in high-resolution in situ STM images.70 A comparison of
these two sets of data suggests that each spot in the STM
images represents a single propanethiol molecule.
The packing patterns of SAMs presented in Section 4.2
have been studied by such combinations of in situ STM and
single-crystal electrochemistry with an assignment to the level
of resolution of the single molecule.
3. Assembly environments
Thiol-containing molecules can be assembled on gold surfaces
either from gas phase (‘‘dry’’ method) or solution (‘‘wet’’
method). The solvent plays no role in the formation of SAMs
in UHV, but has profound eﬀects on the molecular packing of
SAMs prepared by ‘‘wet’’ methods. Both the formation
dynamics including several intermediate phases and the
steady-state SAM structures have been characterized by
UHV-STM.107–111 The advantages of such studies are to oﬀer
a fundamental understanding of the formation mechanism as
well as the detailed surface structures of the SAMs. However,
a broad range of SAMs have been prepared more practically
using wet methods. Our focus here is on these SAMs formed
from aqueous solutions onto atomically ﬂat gold surfaces. It
is, however, also of great interest to compare the in situ STM
observations with those obtained by UHV-STM.
3.1 Choice of supporting electrolytes
In our present notation, the liquid environment is speciﬁed as
an aqueous electrolyte solution. STM molecular images in
organic solvents have also been reported,112,113 but aqueous
solution is the environment that dominates in situ STM
investigations as well as the natural environment for biological
macromolecules retaining their structure and function. The
quality of lab water has now reached a level where the
cleanness is in fact comparable with that in an UHV-environment,
in the sense that the level of organic and inorganic impurities
in the water compares with the residual pressure in UHV-
environment. Acids such as H2SO4 and HClO4 and their salts
are commonly used as supporting electrolytes (see Table 1),
while buﬀers such as acetate and phosphate buﬀers are
recommended electrolytes for neutral pH. Halide ions are
often avoided due to their strong adsorption on gold and
platinum electrode surfaces. A major concern about the choice
of buﬀer remains, however, as most common buﬀer molecules,
particularly the ones of biological relevance are themselves
either strongly adsorbed or even display Faradaic voltammetry
on the metallic electrode surface. Many common buﬀers based
on organic molecules thus adsorb strongly on, say gold
electrode surfaces giving here huge voltammetric peaks,114
that make them entirely unsuitable as supporting electrolyte,
even though they have been used widely in chemistry and
biology in controlling pH of the solutions.
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3.2 Type of single-crystal electrode surfaces
Atomically ﬂat surfaces are essential in order to achieve
molecular or atomic resolution by in situ STM. In general,
low-index surfaces are more stable than high-index surfaces.
Fig. 4 shows three typical surfaces, i.e. bare Au(111), Au(100)
and Au(110) observed by in situ STM. The ideal geometric
atomic surface layer arrangements are shown below each
surface. The most characteristic features are the reconstruction
lines as assigned to (O323)R301, (520), and (13) for
Au(111), Au(100) and Au(110), respectively. Reconstruction
is a common phenomenon for clean metallic surfaces ﬁrst
observed in UHV.115 (O323)R301, sometimes described as
(O322)R301 is denoted colloquially as the herringbone
structure due to a certain resemblance to a ﬁsh backbone
structure. Interestingly, the reconstructions of Au(111) and
Au(100) give similar patterns in UHV and electrochemical
liquid environments.116 The Au(110) surface is more active.
The (12) surface structure of Au(110) is the most stable and
unique in UHV.117 In contrast, both the (12)116 and (13)118
structures, as well as mixtures of the two,119 have been
observed by STM in electrochemical environments. The
adsorption of anions could be responsible for such diﬀerences.
The adsorption strength and other adsorption patterns of the
same organic molecule are diﬀerent depending on the surface
crystal orientation. This is reﬂected in the overall SAM
structure, an example of which will be discussed in section 4.3.
4. In situ STM observations of selected cases
Fig. 5 shows chemical structures of a range of target molecules
mapped to single-molecule resolution by in situ STM. All these
molecules are relatively small and contain a thiol group, but
with a variety of terminal groups that determine the chemical
properties of SAMs such as hydrophobic and hydrophilic, or
electrostatically charged or neutral surfaces. These molecules
are suﬃciently soluble in aqueous solutions that their SAMs
can be prepared and studied in electrochemical environments.
Both straight and branched hydrophobic alkyl chains are
chosen on purpose with a view on addressing molecular
geometric eﬀects on the molecular packing in the SAMs. In
addition to the SAM electrostatic charges determined by the
end groups such as positively (–NH3
+) and negatively
(–COO) charged groups, the extended hydrogen bond
networks among the molecules in the ordered SAMs are key
determining factors that strongly aﬀect the lattice structure.
Cysteine, cystine, and homocysteine are highly illustrative in
these respects and have been core target molecules in our
studies. Cysteine and homocysteine are amino acids. Both are
electrostatically neutral molecules in the UHV-environment.
The molecular entities are, however, quite diﬀerent in aqueous
solution (pH around 7) where they are converted to zwitter
ions with a negatively charged carboxylate and a positively
charged ammonium group. The only diﬀerence between
cysteine and homocysteine is that homocysteine contains one
more methylene group in the carbon chain than cysteine. As
the dimer of cysteine, cystine holds, further, a disulﬁde bridge
(–S–S–) in addition to two carboxylate groups and two
ammonium groups. In the following section, we shall discuss
this central in situ STM system class in some detail. We shall
address both the assembling dynamics in real time and the
electrochemical potential dependence of the emerging static
structures of the resulting SAMs. Cysteine is a further case
where the SAMs of a hydrophilic alkanethiol-based molecule
assembled in liquid environment and characterized by in situ
STM can be compared with similar UHV studies. It appears
that cysteine molecules assemble into highly order adlayers
speciﬁc to the particular crystalline surfaces in both liquid and
UHV environments. It seems that the SAM packing in
aqueous electrolyte environment depends on the electrolyte
composition. Cysteine and cysteine-based target molecules
are therefore ideally suited for systematic studies of SAM
structures and their dependence on solution pH and on the
crystal orientations of the gold substrates.
4.1 In situ monitoring of thiol-based assembling dynamics
SAMs consisting of straight-chain alkanethiols on Au(111)-
surfaces have attracted most attention due to their high
stability and reproducibility. For this reason, 1-propanethiol
was chosen as a representative to address assembly dynamics.
Formation of SAMs from a liquid environment can be
regarded as a dynamic process that depends on the thiol
concentration in solution, adsorption time, temperature, and
electrochemical potential applied at the substrate. Temperature is
known to play an important role towards structural ordering
in SAMs for thiols with long chains.120–123 Temperature is less
important for ordered SAM formation of the short-chain
Fig. 4 in situ STM images (upper row) of (A) Au(111), (B) Au(100) and (C) Au(110) in 25 mM KH2PO4, pH 5. The bottom row shows proﬁle
views of the corresponding models.
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propanethiol for which highly ordered monolayers are formed
rapidly at room temperature. 1.8–2.0 mM 1-propanethiol has
been found to be a suﬃcient concentration for SAM formation
as based on electrochemical analysis.70 It is notable that the
dynamic formation process of SAMs has been monitored by
in situ STM in real time in the whole range from initial molecule
injection to full formation of the ordered monolayer, including
the electrochemical potential dependence of the process.70 Fig. 6
A and B show sequential images of the 1-propanethiol SAM
formation process at Au(111) surfaces with the diﬀerence of large
terraces and terrace edges particularly emphasized.
The images shown in Fig. 6A are selected as representatives
from a series of images that show in great detail the sequential
evolution of the SAM formation process. Fig. 6A:a shows a
pattern for a very early stage, in which the reconstruction lines
have started to lift at 0.48 V by the presence of 1-propanethiol.
‘‘dark’’ patches appear due to weak electronic contrast. These
patches emerge ﬁrst in the areas of the joints (or ‘‘elbows’’)
between two or three reconstruction lines and give clearly an
equilateral triangular shape along the {112} directions (i.e. O3
directions). Corresponding smooth changes were recorded
when the substrate potential was shifted slightly positively to
0.45 V, Fig. 6A:b and c. A conspicuous change is an
expansion of the area of the dark patches as well as new
patches emerging from the elbows, Fig. 6A:e. Some dark
patches have started to convert from an equilaterally triangular
to an irregular shape, Fig. 6A:d. When the substrate potential
was raised to an even slightly more positive value such as
0.41 V, the Au(111)-electrode surface appears to become
more active and mobile. As a consequence, many new dark
sites rapidly emerge, Fig. 6A:e and f. The formation of dark
patches is further accelerated at 0.40 to 0.39 V, and the
surface structure changed signiﬁcantly, Fig. 6A:g and h. The
surface microscopic structures are highly sensitive to the
substrate potential, even in a narrow range, with signiﬁcant
changes within small positive potential shifts (e.g. 10 mV). In
addition to new patch sites emerging at the elbows, in
Fig. 6A:g and h, the triangular dark patches continue to
enlarge along the {112} directions. At this stage, the shape
of the dark patches becomes more diverse with diﬀerent shapes
co-existing on the surface. Similar dynamic features continue
with expansion of dark patches and conversion of equi-lateral
triangular to irregular shapes, Fig. 6A:i. A critical potential is
reached at 0.38 V. Fig. 6A: j–n, the number of new dark
patches is very few, instead with a rapid expansion of already
existing dark patches. This feature remains by further shifting
the substrate potential positively. The in situ observations are
focused on time-dependent disappearance of reconstruction
lines and formation of pits at this potential. The rapid expansion
of the dark patches results in fusion into larger patches,
accompanied by disappearance of the reconstruction lines,
Fig. 6A:j–n. Meanwhile, pits start to appear on the surface.
The initial sites of these pits are preferably located in the
boundary regions between the dark patches and the joints of
the reconstruction lines. The height of the pits is about
2.4 (0.2) A˚, corresponding to a mono-terrace of Au(111).
The population of pits is boosted by the appearance of many
small new pits, Fig. 6A:k, l, and new pits emerge along the
reconstruction lines depending on their initial locations. Once
the reconstruction lines are totally lifted, the number and size
of the pits tend to be steady, and the whole surface is covered
by SAMs, Fig. 6A:o–p. the pits are mostly in triangle shape
following atomic rows of the substrate. 4.0  0.4% of the
whole SAM surface area are occupied by pits. In this
ﬁnal stage, the Au(111) surface has been fully covered by a
1-propanethiol monolayer.
The adsorption patterns at the terrace edges and in fact are
diﬀerent from that on the large terraces.70 Fig. 6B shows a
series of images with focus on the edge regions. Fig. 6B:a
shows that clean Au(111) terraces with reconstruction lines
dominate at the low potential 0.48 V. Smooth terrace edges
are found at this potential. When the potential is shifted
positively to 0.43 V, corresponding to the same conditions
as for Fig. 6A:c, a series of time-dependent changes have been
observed, Fig. 6B:b–l. Many small dark patches among the
reconstruction lines and some small ripples on the edge of the
top terrace start to emerge, Fig. 6B:b. The area of these dark
patches increases and some new small patches are formed,
Fig. 6B:c. At the same time, shape evolution of the ripples on
the terrace edge begins. The ripples ﬁrst are in a ‘‘zigzag-
shape’’, and then gradually develop into well deﬁned shapes.
Both the area and density of the dark patches increase as
expected, while the changes at the terrace edges become even
more pronounced, Fig. 6B:d, e. The dark patches fuse together
to form larger patches within the terraces, while the terrace
edges evolve into tooth-like or saw shape, Fig. 6B:f, g. At this
stage, the dark patches are covered by a highly-ordered
1-propanthiol SAM, even though the surface reconstruction
was not completely lifted, Fig. 6B:g, h. On the other hand, the
saw or tooth-like peninsulae at the terrace edges continue to
evolve towards a well-deﬁned triangular shape, Fig. 6B:h. The
angle between the ‘tooth’ sides is 60  51, and the sides are
parallel to the Au(111) atomic row directions. The ﬁnal stages
of the surface evolution are shown in Fig. 6B:j, k. The
formation of the SAM close to the terrace edges is completed
with a full lift of the reconstruction lines. However, there are
much fewer and smaller (only 2–4 nm in diameter) pits in the
SAM around the terrace edges, compared to the SAMs on the
larger terraces, Fig. 6A. The terrace edge has a saw-tooth-like
shape with a sharp fringe, Fig. 6B:i, that ﬁnally changes into a
smooth fringe, Fig. 6B:k, l.
Fig. 5 Chemical structures of some representative thiol-based target
molecules.
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Fig. 6 (A) A sequence of in situ STM images for 1-propanethiol SAM formation on Au(111) surface in 1.8 mM propanethiol and 5 mM NH4Ac
(pH 4.6). Focus on large terrace areas. It = 0.15 nA, scan area 180  180 nm2. (a) Ew = 0.48 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.13 V, soaking time
30310 0. (b) Ew = 0.45 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.10 V, soaking time 40550 0. (c) Ew = 0.45 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.10 V, soaking time 50370 0.
(d) Ew = 0.43 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.08 V, soaking time 60190 0. (e) Ew = 0.41 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.06 V, soaking time 70010 0. (f) Ew = 0.41 V
vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.06 V, soaking time 7
0430 0. (g) Ew = 0.40 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.05 V, soaking time 80250 0. (h) Ew = 0.39 V vs. SCE,
Vbias = 0.04 V, soaking time 9
0070 0. (i) Ew = 0.39 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.04 V, soaking time 90500 0. (j) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V,
soaking time 100320 0. (k) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time 110140 0. (l) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time
110560 0. (m) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time 120380 0. (n) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time 130200 0.
(o) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time 140020 0. (p) Ew = 0.38 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.03 V, soaking time 140440 0. (B) A
sequence of in situ STM images of 1-propanethiol SAM formation on Au(111) surface in 1.8 mM 1-propanethiol and 5 mM NH4Ac
(pH 4.6). Focus on terrace edge areas. It = 0.15 nA, 190  190 nm2 (a) Ew = 0.48 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.22 V, soaking time: 00590 0.
(b)–(l) Ew = 0.43 V vs. SCE, Vbias = 0.17 V, soaking time: (b) 20110 0, (c) 20550 0, (d) 30240 0, (e) 30530 0, (f) 40220 0, (g) 40510 0, (h) 50200 0, (i) 50490 0,
(j) 60180 0, (k) 60480 0, (l) 80150 0.
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Under the present experimental conditions 1-propanethiol
can be assembled into a highly-ordered monolayer on the
Au(111) surface at both the terrace edges and inside terraces,
accompanied by lifting of the surface reconstruction. The main
diﬀerences include: (1) a notable number of triangular pits
within the large terraces during thiol assembly, but with no
such triangular pit at the terrace edges. Instead, the edges
are transformed from a smooth shape into well-deﬁned saw
tooth-like fringes. (2) At a given 1-propanethiol concentration,
less energy is needed for SAM formation at the terrace edge
than within the terrace. The SAM formation at the edge areas
can thus be completed at 0.43 V, but at the same potential
the reconstruction lines within the terraces are only partially
lifted in the same time scale and the SAM formation is far
from completed.
Overall, the formation of the 1-propanethiol SAM is
accompanied by disappearance of the reconstruction lines,
expansion and fusion of the dark patches, and growth of the
pits. These events are mutually dependent, which is similar to
UHV-STM observations of the alkanethiol SAMs. However,
white nano protrusions often found during alkanethiol SAM
formation in UHV109 are not observed by in situ STM. This
suggests a diﬀerent formation mechanism in the liquid
environment.
In contrast to SAMs of alkanethiols, more complicated
formation patterns of SAMs are observed for those thiols
with functional groups, in which the inﬂuence of the functional
groups on dynamic assembling process is signiﬁcant. For
example, several intermediate phases were observed during
the formation of cysteamine SAMs on Au(111) surfaces.74
4.2 Steady-state structures of representative SAMs
Static structures can be obtained when the development of the
SAMs have reached a stable state. High-resolution images
show the detailed molecular packing in the SAMs as determined
jointly by interactions between the molecules and the substrate
as well as lateral intermolecular interactions among molecules
in the SAMs. In addition, environmental factors such as
solvation are crucial for SAM packing of thiol-based
molecules with electrostatically charged end groups. In this
section, we focus on the variation of molecular geometric
structures, the nature of terminal groups, the surface crystal
orientation of substrates, and the solution pH.
4.2.1 Eﬀects of target molecular geometry on the SAM
packing. High-resolution in situ STM images of three small
thiols all with –CH3 end groups but with diﬀerent straight and
branched geometric structures are shown in Fig. 7. All
these three thiols form highly ordered structures on the
Au(111)-electrode surface. Straight-chain 1-propanethiol
forms a (2O3  3)R301 SAM lattice (Fig. 7A). Each unit cell
contains four spots with diﬀerent contrasts. Combination with
analysis of surface coverage 7.7  1010 mol cm2 from
reductive desorption suggests that each spot represents a single
1-propanethiol molecule.70 This surface structure is close to
(O3  O3)R301, frequently reported for straight chain
alkanethiols on Au(111) in UHV where, however, the diﬀerent
contrasts of the spots are mostly ignored.12 The butanethiol
SAMs give a similar packing pattern on Au(111),72 serving
together with 1-propanethiol as a reference structure.
Totally diﬀerent lattices are observed for the two isomers,
2-methyl-1-propanethiol (iBT)124 and 2,20-dimethyl-1-
propanethiol (tert-butanethiol, tBT).125 Fig. 7B and C show
images of SAMs of iBT and tBT, respectively. Strip features
appear in the iBT SAMs with a surface structure of
(O3  8)R301 and a coverage of 5.76  1010 mol cm2.
The surface coverage is smaller than for straight chain
alkanethiols (i.e. 7.7  1010 mol cm2). Four iBT molecules
are accommodated in each unit cell and intermolecular
lateral interactions are strong. In contrast, the uniform
(O7  O7)R191 structure corresponding to the low coverage
of 3.3  1010 mol cm2 for the tBT SAMs suggests that the
lateral intermolecular interaction among the molecules is
weak. Such a surface organization and a low surface coverage
are caused by the spatially demanding 3-dimensional branched
structure of the tBT molecule with three individual methyl end
groups.126 Although hydrophobic interaction dominates
among the molecules in all the three SAMs, notable diﬀerences
among the SAM packing structures of the isomers of three
small thiol molecules thus emerge, caused by the geometric
diﬀerences between the molecular structures.
4.2.2 Eﬀects of terminal groups in target molecules
Packing, intermolecular interactions, and solvation eﬀects are
entirely diﬀerent in thiol-based molecules with hydrophilic
polar or electrostatically charged end groups. Such primary
groups would be –NH2 and –COOH which are further
Fig. 7 A comparison of in situ STM images of (A) 1-propanethiol,70 (B) 2-methyl-1-propanethiol (iBT)124 and 2,20-dimethyl-1-propanethiol
(tert-butanethiol, tBT)125 on Au(111) in NH4Ac (pH 4.6). Unit cells are marked in blue boxes.
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protonated and deprotonated, respectively in aqueous neutral
solution to form positively charged –NH3
+ and negatively
charged –COO. The emerging multifarious packing modes
are strikingly illustrated by the SAMs of cysteamine, mercapto-
propionic acid (MPA), cysteine, and homocysteine compared
in Fig. 8.
The structure of the cysteamine molecule resembles that of
1-propanethiol, with –NH2 instead of –CH3 as the end group.
The cysteamine SAMs give a surface coverage of
5.7  1010 mol cm2, signiﬁcantly lower than the value
7.7  1010 mol cm2 for 1-propanethiol SAMs. The STM
image in Fig. 8A shows a highly ordered adlayer with a
(O3  4)R301 unit cell that has two spots with two diﬀerent
contrasts. A comprehensive analysis based on electrochemical
and in situ STM experiments and supported by both molecular
dynamics and density functional computations indicates
that each unit cell includes in fact both trans and gauche
conformations of cysteamine molecules.74 The diﬀerent
contrasts found in the in situ STM images are caused by
diﬀerent tunneling routes through the molecule in the
monolayer. This is in turn rooted in diﬀerent orientations of
the two molecules in the unit cell, i.e. upright and tilted, for
which hydrogen bonding is a main driving force.
MPA SAMs have been investigated by a number of groups
using in situ STM.67–69 Several surface lattices have been
reported in acid as well as in neutral solutions.67–69 Fig. 8B
shows a STM image of the MPA monolayer in phosphate
buﬀer pH 7.9.69 In contrast to cysteamine or 1-propanethiol, a
large number of clusters form arrays of (2O3  5)R301 over
the whole MPA SAM. Each cluster in the in situ STM image is
seen to be composed of six spots with the same contrast,
corresponding to six MPA molecules, organized in two rows.
A plausible reason for the cluster formation is hydrogen
bonding among the –COO groups within a row as well as
between the two rows, mediated by protons or water molecules.
L-Cysteine and cystine (the dimer of cysteine) also form
network-like cluster structures in the SAMs.72 L-Cysteine is
the only natural amino acid, which contains a free –SH group
in addition to the –NH2 and –COOH groups. Compared with
MPA, cysteine has an –NH2 group anchored on the second
carbon atom of the molecular chain. A large cluster with
(3O3  6)R301 lattice structure has been found in the mono-
layer of L-cysteine in acetate buﬀer (pH 4.6). Similar to the
MPA SAMs, six cysteine molecules are organized into two
rows in each cluster, Fig. 8C. The diﬀerences between MPA
and cysteine clusters are the larger size of the cluster and
the stronger hydrogen bonding for the cysteine cluster. In
comparison, homocysteine does not form a cluster structure,
though its structure resembles that of cysteine. Besides the
same –COOH and –NH2 groups, the only diﬀerence between
cysteine and homocysteine is that homocysteine contains one
more methylene group than cysteine. Such a structural
diﬀerence is enough to cause a drastic diﬀerence in the SAM
packing. A typical in situ STM image, Fig. 8D, shows that ca.
90% of the Au(111)-electrode surface has been covered by
small domains, in which small ‘‘saw-tooth’’ like structures are
seen to stack together into a strip feature.75 The periodic
distances in the strips ﬁt well with a (O3  5) R301 lattice.
The molecular coverage 6.1 (0.2)  1010 mol cm2 obtained
from reductive desorption suggests that each unit cell holds
three homocysteine molecules. The ‘saw-tooth’ features come
from hydrogen bonding in the monolayer. Intriguingly, the
highly ordered structure is strongly potential dependent, in
contrast to many SAMs of other non-redox thiols, such as
MPA and cysteine. Homocysteine SAMs give a pair of sharp
voltammetric non-Faradaic peaks in the potential range of
0.0–0.05 V vs. SCE, and a nicely ordered monolayer appears
only at potentials around the sharp peaks. The potential
dependent surface changes and the origin of the phenomenon
will be discussed in Section 4.5. Presently we note that the
additional methylene link in the homocysteine molecule serves
Fig. 8 A comparison of in situ STM images of (A) cysteamine,74 (B)
MPA,69 (C) cysteine72,129 and (D) homocysteine75 on Au(111) surfaces
in diﬀerent aqueous buﬀers.
Table 2 Surface structures of cysteine and cystine SAMs in liquids and UHV
Molecule Substrate Surface structure Environment Ref
L-Cysteine Au(111) Quadratic lattice UHV 130
L-Cysteine Au(111) (O3O3)R301 HClO4 127
(4O7)R191 HClO4 128
(3O36)R301 NH4Ac, pH 4.6 72 and 129
Cystine Au(111) (3O36)R301 NH4Ac, pH 4.6 72
Cysteine Au(110) Cluster UHV 131
Cysteine Au(110) c(2  2) NH4Ac, pH 4.6 and 6.5 118
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as a joint so that both the –COO and –HN3
+ groups can
bend toward to the substrate surface or ﬁt the formation of
hydrogen bonds.75
4.2.3 Thiol and disulﬁde groups: cysteine and cystine/
Au(111) give the same surface structure. As an important
amino acid and the only –SH containing natural amino acid,
assembling of cysteine monolayers on various substrates in
diﬀerent environments72,118,127–132 has attracted signiﬁcant
attention ever since their introduction. A variety of L-cysteine
and cystine assembling conditions will be addressed in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. As a prelude to this discussion, the
surface structures or lattices of cysteine SAMs obtained by
UHV-STM and in situ STM from diﬀerent research groups are
summarized in Table 2.
Cystine dimer includes a disulﬁde bridge –S–S– rather than
the –SH group as in cysteine. The molecular structure of
cystine is shown in the bottom row, Fig. 5. The disulﬁde
bridge in cystine is expected to break and single S–Au bonds to
form as the SAMs on the gold surface.72
Fig. 9 shows in situ STM images of the SAMs of cysteine
and cystine on Au(111) in ammonium acetate pH 4.6. Highly
ordered clusters are obtained for both SAMs with the same
unit cell (3O3  6)R301. The clusters show the same size
including six cysteine and three cystine molecules, respectively.
Reductive desorption peaks from cysteine and cystine are
furthermore virtually identical, which means that the peaks
appear at the same potential and with the same coverage and
half peak width.72 This indicates that the SAMs of cysteine
and cystine are indistinguishable. The only diﬀerence is
reﬂected by the critical concentration required for SAM
formation. 1 mM and 2.5–10 mM are needed for SAM formation
of cysteine72 and cystine97 respectively. Cystine dimer thus
needs 2.5–10 times higher concentration than cysteine,
suggesting that breaking of the disulﬁde bridge in cystine is a
slow process compared with the formation of cysteine SAMs.97
4.3 Eﬀects of the substrate crystal orientation
The molecular SAM organization for a given molecule is
determined by the interaction with substrate as well as by
the environment. The dependence is strikingly illustrated by
the organization of the same or similar type alkanethiol-based
molecule on diﬀerent low-index Au-electrode surfaces. A
quadratic lattice has, for example been reported for alkanethiol
SAMs on Au(100),71 reﬂecting the quadratic arrangement of
the gold atoms underneath. The cysteine SAMs have been
studied in particular detail on Au(111) and Au(110) in both
aqueous solution and UHV, as summarized in Table 2. This
molecule serves as an example to illustrate the notable eﬀects
of the environment and the atomic Au-substrate structures on
the SAM structures.
Fig. 10 compares the in situ STM images of the cysteine
SAMs on Au(111) and Au(110) surfaces in ammonium acetate
pH 4.6. Highly ordered lattices are present on both substrate
surfaces. The (O3  22)R301 reconstruction on Au(111) and
the (1  3) reconstruction on Au(110) are lifted in the presence
of cysteine. This is in contrast to the observations in UHV,
where both cysteine adlayer and herringbone reconstruction
lines from Au(111) are visible by UHV-STM.130,131 Cluster
structures are found on Au(111) in both UHV130 and liquid
environment72 but the unit cell and the cluster size are
diﬀerent, with six and four cysteine molecules assigned to
each SAM cluster in liquid and UHV, respectively. This is in
contrast to cysteine SAMs on Au(110). No cluster structure is
found in the liquid environment,118 while clusters with eight
cysteine molecules are observed by UHV-STM.132 Both
solvation and crystal orientation of the substrate undoubtedly
play important roles in controlling the molecular arrangement
in the SAMs. Fig. 10 B shows a c(2  2) lattice of L-cysteine
monolayers on Au(110). Combined with voltammetric surface
coverage analysis each unit cell is found to contain two
molecules, each molecule giving three spots in the in situ
STM image.118 Submolecular in situ STM resolution has thus
been reached in this case. Computational support has further
led to the assignment of each spot to a particular chemical
group, such as –COOH, –NH2 or –SH, i.e. to really detailed
image interpretation and understanding of the origin of the
STM contrasts. No clue as to the interaction among the
cysteine molecules in the SAMs has, however, been found in
this case.
4.4 Eﬀects of solution pH
pH is well known as a crucial parameter for controlling both
the chemical identity of molecular solute species, and the rate
and yield of chemical reactions in aqueous solution. With
reservations as to molecular identity on transfer from freely
solute to the adsorbed state at a solid surface, pH can also be
expected to aﬀect the packing in the SAMs for hydrophilic
and protic molecules. pH has only little eﬀect on most
alkanethiols since the methyl group is inert and stable over a
Fig. 9 In situ STM images of (A) L-cysteine (monomer) and
(B) L-cystine (dimer)72 on Au(111) in 50 mM NH4Ac, pH 4.6.
Fig. 10 In situ STM images of L-cysteine on (A) Au(111) 129 and
(B) Au(110)118 in NH4Ac (pH 4.6).
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wide pH-range. For this reason, acidic media such as H2SO4
and HClO4 are broadly used for in situ studies of molecular
assembling, as shown in Table 1. For other hydrophilic or
protic molecules such as mercapto-carboxylic acids, (MPA),
various lattices (p  O3), (3O3  O7), cluster (2O3  5)R301
and strip features have been discovered in acidic solutions and
at neutral pH, respectively.67–69 Another example is L-cysteine
monolayers. Two drastically diﬀerent surface structures
(O3  O3)R301 and (4  O7)R191 on Au(111) have been
reported in HClO4 while a cluster structure of (3O3  6)R301
is found in NH4Ac, pH 4.6, cf. above. Protonation equilibria
of L-cysteine involving the carboxylate group may be a reason
for the diﬀerent lattices observed for SAMs in acidic solutions.
The pH eﬀect is also clearly illustrated by the behaviour of
L-cysteine monolayers on Au(110) in neutral and weakly acid
solution.118 A highly ordered c(2  2) structure with two
cysteine molecules in each unit cell appears in the SAMs on
Au(110) at both pH 4.6 and 6.5, as shown in Fig. 11, suggesting
that the c(2  2) lattice is stable in this pH range. Each
cysteine molecule gives three in situ STM spots organized in
a triangular mode, corresponding to thiol, ammonium and
carboxylate groups, respectively. The STM contrast of the
spots is rather uniform at pH 4.6 (Fig. 11B), but one brighter
spot and two weak spots emerge at pH 6.5 (Fig. 11D). Such
a contrast change is caused by molecular protonation or
deprotonation as SAM dissociation or hydrolysis is not
expected to happen under the experimental conditions used.
Neither the thiol nor the carboxylate group are likely to be
engaged in protonation equilibria in this pH-range, leaving the
ammonium group as the most likely candidate. The strong
contrast spot in the triangular STM images would then
represent the amino group in the cysteine monolayer. This
conclusion may, however, well need modiﬁcation if the
Au-surface aﬀects signiﬁcantly the pKa-values of the functional
groups. Theoretical approaches oﬀer other detailed under-
standing of the origin of the STM contrast and will be
discussed below (Section 5).
4.5 Eﬀects of the substrate working potential
The substrate electrochemical potential reﬂects the electronic
state of the substrate which, as noted is an important
parameter for monolayer assembling as well as for the stability
of the SAMs. This parameter can easily be controlled or
measured by electrochemical instrumentation. In fact, all the
Au–S based SAMs are only stable in a certain potential range.
Reductive desorption occurs at negative potentials, oxidative
desorption or other Faradaic processes at more positive
potentials. The open circuit potential is normally far away
from the redox desorption potentials for many long-chain
SAMs. In this section we discuss two examples i.e. cysteamine
and homocysteine, in which the electrochemical potential of
the gold substrate plays a key role in the control of the surface
structures.
The high structural resolution of cysteamine monolayers in
neutral solution including the crucial need for an anaerobic
in situ STM environment has been discussed in Section 4.2.2.
Cyclic voltammetry of the cysteamine monolayer shows two
sets of peaks in NaAc solutions (pH 6.0), blue line in Fig. 12.
Two cathodic peaks between 0.25 and 0.35 V are caused by
catalytic proton reduction through the amine group, eqn (2)
where the two cysteamine conformations in the monolayer
cause two peaks for the same reaction.74 A second pair
of peaks around 0.65 V is due to reductive desorption and
re-adsorption of the SAMs, eqn (3).
Au–S–CH2–CH2–NH3
+ + e-
Au–S–CH2–CH2–NH2 +
1
2 H2 (2)
Au–S–CH2–CH2–NH3
+ + e-
Au + S–CH2–CH2–NH3
+ (3)
A highly ordered cysteamine monolayer is observed in the
potential range of 0.15 to + 0.2 V, while oxidation of
cysteamine begins at positive potentials above 0.3 V and the
smooth surface covered by well organized molecules is
replaced by short ‘‘worm-like’’ structures, Fig. 12A. Such a
feature is more clearly visible at the potential 0.28 V,
corresponding to the cathodic peaks of proton reduction
catalyzed by the amine group, Fig. 12B. The size and width
of ‘‘the worms’’ remain the same as previously. However, the
worm-like structures become shorter but wider when the
substrate potential approaches 0.62 V or more negative
potentials, which is close to the peak potential for reductive
desorption of the cysteamine monolayer, Fig. 12C. Signiﬁcant
changes appear at a potential slightly more negative than
0.62 V, Fig. 12D and E. These ‘‘worm-like’’ structures
extend to 2-dimensional islands, suggesting that the atoms
on the Au(111) surface are dynamically rearranged. When the
potential is shifted further negatively to the dihydrogen
evolution region, the islands expand and combine with each
other, giving a ﬂat surface again, Fig. 12F–H. Note that
the herringbone structures do not reappear, meaning that
reconstruction lines cannot regenerate even at a very negative
Fig. 11 Solution pH eﬀects on the structures of cysteine monolayers
on Au(110) surfaces observed by in situ STM.118 20 mM NH4Ac.
(A) and (B) pH 4.6, (C) and (D) pH 6.5. Unit cells are marked by blue
boxes.
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potential 1.0 V, Fig. 12H. The total coverage of the ﬂat areas
at 1.0 V (Fig. 12H) is larger than that at 0.85 V (Fig. G) or
0.75 V (Fig. H). This is caused by deposition of gold from
the dissociated Au-cysteamine, which desorbs into the solution
due to reductive desorption at negative potentials. This
observation is in contrast to SAMs of alkanethiols in basic
solution, in which reconstruction lines were observed after the
SAMs were reductively desorbed.106 The in situ STM study
has thus presented a highly dynamic cysteamine SAM that
also depends notably on the potential of the substrate.
In spite of the absence of a redox group in homocysteine,
the voltammetry of homocysteine monolayers gives a pair of
well-deﬁned sharp peaks at0.06 V vs. SCE in pH 7.7, Fig. 13.
Both peak midpoint potential and height depend on solution
pH.75 The peak potentials are shifted negatively at a high pH,
while the peak heights decay at either high or low pH and
reach a maximum at pH 7.7. The peak half-width also depends
on the scan rate and gives a value of 24 mV at a scan rate of
5 mV s1. This value is signiﬁcantly smaller than 90 mV, the
value for an ideal diﬀusionless electrochemical redox reaction.
The origin of these peaks is still a puzzle, but a speculation
oﬀered and strongly supported by in situ STM, is that the
origin of the peak is capacitive and caused by structural
reorganization of the homocysteine molecules in a narrow
potential range around the potential of zero charge.75
A study of the homocysteine monolayer dynamics at various
potentials by in situ STM is illustrated in Fig. 13. A frizzy layer
with small black holes is found at 0.31 V, Fig. 13A, while
small domains with highly ordered homocysteine molecules
become visible at 0.18 V, Fig. 13B. The coverage of the
ordered domains reaches a maximum at 0.07 V, i.e. very
close to the midpoint potential of the peak, 0.06 V in Fig. 13
C, and has decreased at 0.02 V, Fig. 13D. A more disordered
adlayer appears at 0.18 V, Fig. 13E. This observation suggests
that homocysteine molecules pack in a lattice only around the
peak potential. In fact, high-resolution images of homo-
cysteine presented in Fig. 8D were obtained only around the
peak potential. The whole process is reversible and reproducible
with respect to the potential scans. A mechanism for monolayers
of ordered/disordered switching is shown in Fig. 13F, in which
–COO and –NH3
+ from homocysteine at neutral pH can
approach the Au(111) surface around the ﬁxed anchor Au–S
during the potential sweep, at the potentials positive or negative
of the peak potential, respectively. Flexibility of the –C–C– unit
gives smooth ﬂipping under the driving force of the electric ﬁeld
caused by the applied potential. The evidence from in situ STM
thus oﬀers a plausible explanation for the origin of the non
Faradaic, apparently highly cooperative voltammetric peaks of
the homocysteine monolayer.75
5. Theoretical computations and STM image
simulations
Multifarious patterns of widely diﬀerently functionalized
alkanethiol SAMs have been mapped to single-molecule and
sub-molecular resolution by in situ STM directly in aqueous
electrolyte solution. Structural mapping has been strongly
supported by electrochemical studies of the reductive
desorption process in particular, based on the same SAMs
and on the same single-crystal, atomically planar electrode
surfaces. In situ STM is, however, fundamentally rooted in
electronic conductivity and the quantum mechanical tunnelling
eﬀect, rather than solely in topography. Theoretical and
large-scale computational support is therefore needed in
detailed image interpretation and understanding of all the
many facets of the alkanethiol-based SAM packing and
in situ STM contrast features.133
The variety of straight versus singly and doubly branched,
otherwise non-functionalized alkanethiols constitutes one
system class where computational support has been decisive
Fig. 12 In situ STM observations of potential-dependent structural transforming dynamics of a cysteamine monolayer on Au(111) surfaces. The
images were recorded in 5 mMNaAc buﬀer (pH 6.0) under Ar protection. Working potentials were: (A) 0.36 V, (B) 0.28 V, (C)0.62 V, (D) and
(E) 0.65 V, (F) 0.78 V, (G) 0.85 V and (H) 1.0 V vs. SCE.
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in the clariﬁcation of the highly subtle interplay between
Au–S binding sites (hollow sites, bridge, and a-top sites, or
intermediates in between), composite lateral interactions,
and Au-atom ‘‘mining’’ out of the planar Au-electrode
surfaces.124,126,134,135 The latter energetic expenditure is
compensated by more favourable Au–S bonding energetics
to the now ‘‘loosened’’ but still surface-bound Au-atoms.
A second class of, functionalized alkanethiol SAMs where
large-scale theoretical and computational eﬀorts have
disclosed new insights to the strongly solvated L-cysteine129
and cysteamine74 SAMs. Solvation eﬀects have been included
in complementary ways. Both strong and illuminating
continuum models and large-scale molecular dynamics
based views have been combined with quantum chemical
computations at the density functional level, adding immensely
to the common understanding of the molecular packing in
these functionalized alkanethiol SAMs and of the corresponding
in situ STM contrasts.
The DFT computations of in situ STM L-cysteine
on Au(111)-surface models in a dielectric solvent directly
pertaining to the commonly applied constant current mode
and with electronic coupling to a model tungsten tip rather
than less-speciﬁc electronic charge density have been one
computational approach.129 Image contrasts could be
reproduced but maximum electrostatic stability of clusters of
exactly six zwitterionic cysteine molecules in a continuous
dielectric medium was also found. This particular conﬁguration
follows closely the pattern observed when ammonium acetate,
pH 4.6 is the electrolyte medium and Au(111) the substrate
surface, although other packing modes in diﬀerent electrolytes
have also been reported. This kind of computational support
applies no less strikingly in the sub-molecular image inter-
pretation of in situ STM of L-cysteine on a Au(110)-electrode
surface where the three submolecular lobe features could be
assigned to the three functional groups of the molecules:
the Au–S bond, the ammonium group, and the carboxylate
group.118
Even more detailed insight into the complex interplay
between covalent and non-covalent adsorption forces on the
one hand and solvation forces on the other hand is oﬀered by
the cysteamine case with the electrostatically positively
charged ammonium terminal group on Au(111)-electrode
surfaces in aqueous buﬀer under electrochemical potential
control. As noted, the dual in situ STM contrasts in the (O3
 4)R301 lattice emerge after real-time movie recording
with anaerobic atmosphere as an absolute pre-requisite for
high-resolution imaging. Each of the two contrasts represents
a single molecule as framed by coverage determination based
on voltammetric reductive desorption. The dual contrasts were
paralleled by two other, closely spaced voltammetric peaks
assigned to catalytic dihydrogen evolution via the two
diﬀerently conﬁgured cysteamines.
A comprehensive combined molecular dynamics and DFT
study could notably oﬀer a detailed rationale for all the data.74
The two in situ STM contrasts could, ﬁrst clearly be associated
with two diﬀerent cysteamine surface orientations with
diﬀerent tilt angles. This packing mode was, secondly controlled
by all the Au–S and intermolecular interactions as well as
solvation forces where the strength of the latter was competitive
with the Au–S forces or even prevailed over the latter. Thirdly,
the speciﬁc in situ STM contrasts with all the strong solvation
forcers included could be assigned to speciﬁc cysteamine
fragments or pure adsorbed solvent (water) molecules. The
strongest contrast in the dual in situ STM contrasts reﬂected
the molecular fragment closest to the in situ STM tip, i.e. the
ammonium functional group but, notably with substantial
electronic density and in situ STM contrast contribution from
the Au–S covalent unit transmitted through the molecular
cysteamine adsorbate. In other words, substantial in situ STM
tunnelling contributions appeared to be spatially shifted due to
the through-bond conduction mechanisms. In crucial ways the
Au(111)/cysteamine/aqueous electrolyte system therefore
illustrates the challenges regarding single-molecule in situ
STM imaging posed by the otherwise apparently well known
pure and chemically functionalized alkanethiol SAMs.
Comprehensive studies of this system, however, also shows
how the challenges can be met by the combined eﬀorts of
state-of-the-art single-molecule experimental electrochemical
science combined with adequate computational support.
6. Some examples of applications of SAMs
The high stability of alkanethiol-based SAMs crucially rooted
in the strong chemical Au–S bonding has ensured a wide range
of applications in physics, chemistry, biochemistry, materials
Fig. 13 Potential dependent STM images of homocysteine75 on
Au(111) in 5 mM PB (pH = 7.7). It = 0.10 nA, Vbias = 0.10 V,
oxygen-free environment. Working potential (A) 0.31 V, (B)
0.18 V, (C) 0.07 V, (D) 0.02 V and (E) 0.18 V vs. SCE. Scan area:
50  50 nm2. Dotted lines show the working electrode potential, where
images were obtained. (F) A model of three-state phenomenological
structural frame, Left: Negative potentials, Hcy in a bent conformation
with the NH3+ group contacting the electrode surface. Middle:
Potentials close to neutral surface charge, Hcy in a stretched
conformation, giving laterally ordered surface domains, with the
–COO group parallel to the surface. Right: Positive potentials, Hcy
again in a bent conﬁguration now with the –COO group adjacent to
the Au(111)-surface.
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science and engineering, and nanotechnology. In this section,
we discuss several examples of SAM applications.
6.1 SAMs used to immobilize metalloproteins
Protein monolayers with biological function retained are
crucial for studying interfacial electron transfer of metallo-
proteins as well as for applications for example in biosensors.
A molecule with a thiol at one end and another functional
group in the opposite end can form SAMs on a gold substrate
providing tailor-made surfaces, in which the functional group
can bind to amino acid residues on the metalloprotein surface
through electrostatic interaction, hydrogen bonding, or hydro-
phobic forces.136 The SAM serves not only as a linker to
connect protein molecules but also as an electronic wire for
promoting electron transport. A number of protein mono-
layers including the blue copper protein azurin,95,96 the heme
protein cytochrome c4,
91 the iron–sulfur protein ferredoxin,69
and the blue copper enzyme nitrite reductase (NiR)137 have
been successfully addressed and mapped to single-molecule
resolution by employing this strategy together with the
combination of single-crystal electrochemistry and in situ
STM. Immobilization of proteins on SAMs ensures well-
controlled orientation of the protein, fast electron transfer
and high eﬃciency due to the very small amount of protein
used. So far there is, however, no general rule to guide the
choice of a speciﬁc thiol for a given protein. For example,
alkanethiols with methyl end group appear as ideal linkers for
azurin,95 but they are not suitable for the blue copper enzyme
nitrite reductase. Cysteamine with a –NH2 end group is here
instead found to be eﬃcient molecule for attachment of NiR
on Au(111)-electrode surfaces.137 Comprehensive laboratory
work is generally required to screen thiols with diﬀerent
functional groups for each individual protein.
6.2 SAMs used to fabricate chemical and biochemical sensors
SAMs oﬀer an opportunity for fabrication of chemical
sensors.138 The functional group in the SAM would interact
selectively with the targeted molecules or ions. For example,
cysteine molecules in SAMs bind Cu2+ in aqueous solution
with a 2 : 1 ratio of cysteine to bound Cu2+. Electrochemical
sensors for Cu2+ in environmental samples were constructed
by cysteine SAMs on Au electrodes with a detection limit
down to 5 ppm.139 In a similar strategy, thiol containing
polymers with functional groups can be used for construction
of various sorts of sensors. As an example, the thiophene
derivative, (4-benzeno-15-crown-5 ether)thiophene-3-methyl-
eneamine (BTA) was electropolymerized on a gold surface to
form densely packed nanoparticle adlayers, with selective
sensitivity to K+ with a linear dependence of the ion concen-
tration over 4 orders of magnitude.140
Much eﬀort has been devoted to the development of
biosensors over the last 20 years.141 High sensitivity, small
size, rapid response and good biocompatibility are highly
desired for modern biosensors. SAMs have been used as an
essential component for coupling a biological element such as
an enzyme with a transducer such as an electrode. Pioneering
work was initiated by Willner’s group in the early 1990s by
using chemical coupling of surface-bound cysteamine to
proteins and enzymes for speciﬁc biological metabolite
targeting.142,143 For example, the cysteamine SAMs provide
an amine terminated surface which can react chemically with
trans-stilbene-(4,40-diisothiocyanate)-2,20-disulfonic acid
(DIDS) and form a covalent bond. DIDS is a symmetrical
bifunctional reagent, one end of which reacts with cysteamine
and the other end with amino groups in the proteins.144 In this
way, monolayers of glutathione reductase, glucose oxidase,
glucose dehydrogenase, acetylcholine esterase and choline
oxidase have been constructed.145 Certain SAMs and their
applications in larger molecular architectures to design and
construct biosensors have been reviewed several times
recently.146,147
6.3 SAMs used to stabilize metallic nanostructures and to
construct functional bioinorganic hybrids
Preparation of metallic nanostructures including nanoparticles
and nanorods or nanowires is one of core activities in
nanoscience and nanotechnology. For example, synthetic
chemistry can oﬀer feasible ways to produce gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) with well controlled size and shape in a large scale.148
Naked AuNPs are unstable in solution, but aggregation can be
prevented by a suitable coating layer around the nanoparticles.
SAMs of thiols with diﬀerent functional end groups and
various lengths have been used as powerful ligands to stabilize
the freshly formed AuNPs.148 The –SH is anchored on the
AuNP surface, while the functional end group faces the
solution. The functional end groups can be further used as
linkers for attachment of a metalloprotein.149,150
As an example, the AuNP-cyt c hybrids with 3.5 nm AuNPs
have been constructed using a thiol with a –COO end group,
where –COO binds to the positively charged pocket around
the heme centre in cytochrome c (cyt c) by electrostatic
interaction.149 The hybrid contains the protein and gold
nanoparticles in a stoiciometric 1 : 1 ratio, and possesses
properties from both components. The hybrids could further
be immobilized on Au(111)-electrode surface via a cysteamine
SAM, the amine end group of which binds to the carboxylate-
based coating layer of the AuNP. An order of magnitude
faster interfacial electron transfer was achieved when cyt c was
part of an AuNP-cyt c hybrid monolayer than a cyt c
monolayer alone under similar experimental conditions. The
AuNPs therefore play a key role in the enhancement of the
electron transfer rate of cyt c. More sophisticated bioinorganic
hybrids with various functional components can be designed
and constructed by using SAMs in similar ways.
6.4 SAMs used for single-molecule electronics
Driven by the development of molecular electronic devices in
nanotechnology, demand has increased for the highly challenging
measurement and understanding of charge transport in a
single molecule. Individual molecular electronic behaviour
can now be experimentally addressed using several strategies,
some of which have been reviewed elsewhere. As an example,
in one core strategy based on STM technique,151,152 a gold tip
is employed for molecular conductivity measurements.
Targeted systems are these molecules containing two –SH
groups, one at each of the two ends of the molecule.153 The
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molecule is adsorbed on the gold surface by one –SH group,
while the other –SH group attaches to the STM gold tip when
the tip is scanned over the monolayer. A single molecular wire
between the gold tip and gold substrate is formed in this way.
Tunnelling spectroscopy for example, current (I)–voltage (V),
current(I)–distance (s) or current (I)–time (t) curves can be
directly recorded.153–160 A number of molecules that involve
both redox and non-redox molecules such as viologen a, o-
dithiols,153 alkanedithiols,154 conjugated molecular bridges,156
pyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene,157 have been investigated in
detail. Systematic analysis of the results shows that the
molecular conductivity depends on the molecular structure,
conformation,158,160 solvation,159 temperature,154 and redox
properties,157 etc. Comprehensive theoretical eﬀorts at
diﬀerent levels to support the understanding of the widely
diﬀerent single-molecule conductivity mechanisms of redox
and non-redox molecules have become available.154 Single-
molecule conductivity is now a major interdisciplinary
research ﬁeld. Thiol-based SAMs remain, however a crucial
building block to ensure optimal molecular surface binding
and local environment. The new single-molecule areas oﬀer
together clues towards the realization of forthcoming new
generation molecular electronic devices.
7. Comments and perspectives
In addition to these applications summarized in Section 6.3,
other real or putative areas for future thiol-based SAM
research and development are becoming visible. A few areas
can be noted:
We have repeatedly encountered cysteine as a natural amino
acid with a free –SH group, that forms attractive and surface
speciﬁc SAMs on gold surfaces which have emerged as primary
targets for comprehensive experimental and theoretical in situ
STM eﬀorts. Assembling of peptides and proteins through
cysteine oﬀers a biological aspect.161 Protein engineering can
introduce in principle any speciﬁc amino acids in a target
protein and oﬀers routes to a wealth of functional protein
monolayers on metallic surfaces. Previous and recent eﬀorts
based on yeast cyt c162 and human insulin163 have testiﬁed to
the value of this potentially powerful approach.
Systematic investigations of SAMs on other metal or
semiconductor substrates, for example by formation of S-Me
or N–Me bonds would extend the applications particularly in
heterogeneous catalysis and perhaps molecular electronics.
Besides S–Au, S–Ag, S–Pt and N–Pt are other chemical bonds,
which can serve as a basis for new types of electrochemically
controlled monolayer formation.
Most SAMs discussed in this communication refer to in situ
STM and target studies in aqueous media. In situ STM can,
however, be extended to other environments such as ionic
liquids113,164–168 and organic solvents. These alternative
environments can oﬀer, for example much wider working
potential windows as well as a wealth of thiols with all sorts
of functional groups. An obstacle arises in the form of the tip
coating materials. Well-developed tip coating materials for
aqueous solution such as nail polish82 or Apiezon wax83 do
not withstand organic solvents. This obstacle can, however,
perhaps be classiﬁed as a ‘‘technicality’’, and suitable other tip
coating materials such as polyethylene are well on the road to
being tested and generally introduced.
As any advanced techniques, there are great advantages
oﬀered by in situ STM but also some limitations. The former
have been reviewed in the discussion above. One limitation
noted is the need for heavy theoretical and computational
support in, for example, image interpretation but we have also
seen that this can be turned to the better in the form of
amazing detail once the challenging computations have been
undertaken. A ‘‘philosophical’’ concern that remains is,
however, that spurious STM and in situ STM signals, i.e.
from ‘‘background’’, the solution, local substrate surface
structures or from somewhere else, i.e. artifacts keep ‘‘cropping
up’’. Improving the sample quality and the purity of solution
and supporting electrolyte is one way to avoid possible
artifacts. In addition, reference experiments and highly
controlled experiments should be warranted. Representative
data should, further, be statistically high on both reproducibility
and stability. Finally, complementary surface-related methods,
such as Raman spectroscopy, ﬂuorescence spectroscopy,
X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) and other surface
spectroscopies are essential in the quest for further advancement
in characterization and understanding of the exciting surface
molecular chemical structure and dynamics which is now
being brought within reach.
8. Concluding summary
Self-assembled molecular monolayers of thiol-based organic
molecules have come to represent an impressive variety of
controlled surface structures at the same time immensely rich
in structural detail that have reached not only the single-
molecule but even the sub-molecular level. Thiol-based SAM
structures can be based on hydrophobic and hydrophilic,
electrostatically neutral or positively and negatively charged
or both, structurally small or voluminous end groups, and
materially rigid or soft two-dimensional properties. In some
cases such as straight-chain alkanethiol surface packing modes
vary little as the chain length increases but as soon as
functional end groups or structural branching are introduced
highly diverse packing almost close to being speciﬁc to the
individual molecular structure arises. Some packing lattices
are relatively simple such as straight-chain alkanethiol lattices,
but multifarious other modes arise such as for the branched
alkanethiols.
In the widest sense, the alkanethiol-based SAMs oﬀer
unique options for addressing many aspects of the physics
and chemistry of molecular surface binding. Diﬀerences
between UHV environment and the chemically more realistic
in situ aqueous and other condensed matter environment have
for example been addressed. While tunnelling conduction
mechanisms of non-redox molecules such as the organic thiols
may not diﬀer strongly, the two-dimensional packing and
other surface structural features are drastically diﬀerent for
hydrophilic or electrostatically charged thiol-based SAMs.
Solvation forces are fully competitive with the Au–S binding
forces themselves in the packing control for these molecules
such as strikingly illuminated by L-cysteine and cysteamine.
Diﬀerent Au-substrate atomic structures such as the diﬀerent
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low-index Au(111)-, Au(100)- and Au(110)-surfaces oﬀer
other highly diﬀerent varieties of surface packing modes.
The alkanethiol-based SAMs have also oﬀered unique
targets for large-scale computational eﬀorts. Objectives extend
all the way from structural properties, energetics, charge
population of adsorbate molecular orbitals, packing and
Au–S binding modes, and the eﬀects of the Au-substrate
atomic structures to direct tunnelling current mechanisms
and (in situ) STM imaging under realistic in situ working
conditions. The dynamics of the in situ SAM formation
process in real time and at the single-molecule level has been
followed as illustrated by the 1-propanethiol case. The amino
acid L-cysteine has turned out as a striking core target
molecule that now oﬀers prospects for the understanding of
all these crucial SAM issues at the molecular and sub-
molecular levels of resolution. As a result of eﬀorts of many
groups, the surface chemistry and physics of alkanethiol-based
SAMs on well-deﬁned Au-surfaces in both UHV and aqueous
electrolyte solution are now better understood than for any
other molecular SAM systems.
With the surface structure and dynamics increasingly well
understood, other options for exploiting the atomically well
understood thiol-controlled molecular binding and SAM
structures in new challenging areas come to mind. Redox
metalloproteins such as yeast cytochrome c (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae), human and other mammalian insulin forms or the
blue copper protein azurin (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) contain
exposed thiol or disulﬁde groups. The latter are highly likely to
break and establish individual Au–S contacts on adsorption
on well-deﬁned single-crystal Au-surfaces. These proteins have
oﬀered a wealth of novel insights in pure and applied protein/
Au-surface science very much rooted in fundamental in situ
thiol-based surface science. Molecular scale thiol-based
surface science has, further come to stand forward in the
understanding of the single-molecule behaviour of ‘‘smart’’
molecules linked to enclosing Au-electrodes via Au–S bond
formation in condensed matter environment. ‘‘Rectiﬁcation’’,
‘‘ampliﬁcation’’, and other ‘‘smart’’ electronic functions at the
single-molecule level and in chemical condensed matter
environment are standing forward with increasing visibility.
Strong and well-deﬁned chemical binding of these remarkable
molecules to the enclosing (in situ) STM and other nanoscale
electrodes is a pre-requisite for eﬃcient functionality. The
Au–S bond and electrochemical thiol SAMs here provide
unique guidance. Transition metal complexes, redox metallo-
proteins, and thiol-linked DNA-based molecules are all
oﬀered as pure and applied single-molecule targets in these
wider thiol-based SAM perspectives.
A ﬁnal novel thiol-based SAM-perspective is to exploit the
diversity of well-deﬁned (atomically planar, single-crystal)
SAM-modiﬁed surfaces as substrates for adsorption and
retained function of much more sophisticated redox proteins
and other biological macromolecules. Biosensor function and
other direct applied thiol SAM-based exploitation was also
noted. The electrochemical electron transfer as well as
sophisticated enzyme function of redox metalloproteins and
metalloenzymes on multifariously thiol-based modiﬁed
Au(111)-electrode surfaces have testiﬁed to the importance
of these novel perspectives. In quite recent studies the growth
and organization of whole living cells in the form of bacterial
bioﬁlms on alkanethiol-modiﬁed Au(111)-electrode surfaces
have added other new biological insights based on the detailed
understanding of pure and functionalized alkanethiol-based
SAMs. Structural and dynamic single-molecule mapping,
exploitation of the Au-binding of ‘‘smart’’ molecules including
redox and non-redox proteins, and well-deﬁned metallic
surface padding for further biological protein and biological
cell function are other evolving pure and applied perspectives
that our fundamental understanding of the single-molecule
structure and dynamic behaviour of electrochemical thiol-
based SAM can oﬀer.
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